PROVIDING ON-LOCATION FLEET TRAINING AT THE SPEED OF MODERN WARFARE

DC designed a reduced footprint mobile workstation for this On-Demand Training center, bringing essential fleet training to the waterfront and beyond.

Previous relationships for flight and ground applications enabled DC to bid on the Synthetic Combat Operations Trainer (SCOTS) product for the on-demand training solution: a “trainer in a container”—the go-anywhere full-spectrum surface navy training solution.

DC supplied compute-intense workstations for the onboard mobile On-Demand Training Center, allowing sailors to train at the shipyard, naval station, or pier.

TECHNOLOGY USE CASE: F8624 and F8711 / Image Processing

- NVIDIA RTX
- RedHat
- Displays
- Render Capabilities
- Compatible with other SCOTS servers
- PXE boot (no local storage)
- Intel Core i7
- 8 USB ports